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CometMarks is a portable bookmark manager, a project dedicated to making the process of
bookmarks editing and organizing simpler, smarter, more efficient. CometMarks is a bookmark
synchronization engine. After a simple configuration, any bookmark collection you import to the
engine will be fully synchronized and accessible on all your computers anytime, no matter which web
browser you are using. You can install CometMarks on any number of machines, with any web
browser. CometMarks will automatically keep track of all your bookmarks for you, and keep them
the same on all your computers. No matter where you go, you can always be sure of the state of your
bookmarks on any web browser. There is no need to transfer links, or transfer your bookmark
collection manually. CometMarks can import data from Chrome (or other browsers), adding this
functionality to a high-powered portable bookmark manager, providing greater automation and
convenience in the process. Key Features of CometMarks: * Bookmark synchronization for all
popular browsers: Firefox, Chrome, Opera and Internet Explorer * Backup and restore feature, to
keep your bookmarks safe and to back them up on the server automatically * Web-based bookmarks
synchronization between all machines * Importing and exporting of collections to/from the server for
backup or restoration purposes * Fully compatible with all major web browsers, with an option for
Chrome import and export * Super Easy: No need to download, install or configure. Start using it in
minutes * Portable: CometMarks is available as an add-on for Firefox and Chrome, and can work
with any web browser of your choice * Free: You can freely download CometMarks and use it for
free * Collaborative: CometMarks allows you to share your bookmarks with others, so everyone can
be aware of the best websites * Automated: With CometMarks you can backup your bookmarks at
any time, and restore them from the server anytime to keep them safe * All in one: CometMarks
provides an easy way to backup your bookmarks and to restore them to all your web browsers from a
single place. * Customizable: Want to import a new bookmarks collection? Just import it to the server
to keep them safe. Want to create new collections or back them up to the server? Just import them.
Want to back up your bookmarks from one machine to the other, via any web browser? Import your
collection to the server with a simple click
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What's New in the?

CometMarks is an add-on to synchronize bookmarks between multiple browsers on a local computer
and server at the same time. You can sync online Bookmarks at or and offline bookmarks (The
bookmarks in Windows Bookmarks folder, Opera Bookmarks and IE Favorites) at In addition,
CometMarks allows synchronizing the bookmarks with external computers at and has other
functionalities that you may need. Applications: CometMarks is a cross-platform Add-on for
browsers including Firefox, Chrome and Opera. It also works for Internet Explorer (Windows) and
Safari (Mac). It works on Windows XP/Vista/7/8, Mac OS X 10.7/10.8/10.9/10.10 and Linux 32/64
bit. Requirements: Operating System : Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 (32bit or 64bit), Mac OS X
10.7/10.8/10.9/10.10 (64bit) Operating System: Linux 32/64bit Compatible Software: FireFox,
Opera, Chrome, Internet Explorer, Safari Software Description: CometMarks is a browser Add-on
that provides real-time automatic bookmark synchronization between all your different browsers,
computers. So you will find it very easy to edit and organize your bookmarks everywhere. As a
portable bookmarks organizer,CometMarks has the following features: Backup&Restore
CometMarks automatically backs-up your links on secure servers to keep them safe. You will never
lose bookmarks again, even if your computer crashes or reinstall your browsers or operating system.
Seamless Sync Install CometMarks on all your computers and it will automatically synchronize all
changes you made for you bookmark collection, ensuring your bookmarks keep the same on all your
computers anytime. Web Access At business or at home, from all over the world and anytime, access
to your own Bookmarks! Web Browsers CometMarks supports synchronizations across multi popular
browsers including CometBird, FireFox and IE and works well with these browsers. CometMarks
automatically synchronizes all of your local browsers and imports your bookmarks to the server so
that saves your manually importing/exporting. *** NOTE *** This application is free. If you want to
remove ads, or purchase certain features, you can do so via the link below. Note that it does NOT
contain an ads blocker. Why Most web browsers don't allow me to quickly and easily share
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System Requirements For CometMarks:

Graphics CPU Memory Required to play: OpenGL 3.1 Windows Minimum Recommended
Operating System Display DirectX Hardware Rendering (Processor) (RAM) 2x Nvidia GTX 970 or
Radeon R9 290 2.5
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